
MARKETING IN THE WINE INDUSTRY ESSAY

The total volume of the global wine market in was measured at billion This is not an example of the work produced by
our Essay Writing Service.

Entering the wine industry was easy. After the success of these varieties producers started to plant other
varieties like riesling, blanc, pinot, shiraz and many more. Moreover its high dependence on exporting
magnifies normal trading risks due to its exposure to exchange rate fluctuations. Firstly, the suitable land for
planting and harvesting was widely available and less costly that allowed producers to develop much
extensive vineyards and thereby allowed maximum wine production. World Wine production by country.
There is unlikely to be an increase in water provisions in existing dryland viticultural areas and increases in
water availability will come from greater water use efficiency. The key driving forces affecting Australian
wine industry are natural advantages, human advantages, technology advantages and changes in social
attitudes and lifestyles. With emergence of multinational companies and entry of big exporters of wine there is
much hike in exchange of technical know- how. These regulations hinder French producers to innovate and
create new developments in products and thus compel them to use traditional practices for wine making. The
technology in wine industry is common and independent business can have access to those technologies in
regards of making wines fairly easy. Many of these trends favour the Australian wine industry. It has
developed excellent varietal choice through vineyard development and it produces consistent quality at all
given price points. Wine industry association should also develop what some negociants or cooperatives
currently do: buy grapes surplus to the grower to build a wine and a brand with it. In order to create efficient
human capital, these producers have created training and development programs. AOC restrict wine makers
from using drip irrigation a method used to make soil more arable, thereby creating prospects to expand land
holdings. For the last 20 years, an important decline occurred in the highest wine consumption countries,
reaching comparative level of consumption than new world countries mainly due to a change in younger
generation drink preferences and a growing concern of older generation about health issue. Producers also
require to design and label the products in a manner that consumers can better understand. Australia compares
favourably with Traditional Europe, California and New Zealand in terms of its skilled viticulturists and
winemakers who are equal to the best in the world , and its modern industry infrastructure and research
institution network. First of all it is essential to clarify the current classification AOCâ€¦ making it readable for
non-initiates. Winemakers have found another fun way to market their wines simply with their labels. In
addition, Australian government also have had an influence on the pricing of Australian wine though monetary
policy. With a view to regain the competitive position in market, Old World wine firms need to cooperate and
coordinate on various levels. The suggested outcomes are not predictions or forecastsâ€”they are achievable
possibilities subject to the implementation of effective business strategies. This was contrary to the European
tradition that stressed geographic location. Moreover, the wine production techniques are not patented or
difficult to copy. Wine is very much tied to the winery it comes from in both brand and regional recognition.
Through linkage in clusters, the competitive strength of individual firms can be augmented through
association with related and supporting firms. Now the industry has low level of differentiation and high size
of competitive advantage. Winter, spring rains, the heat and drier conditions can impact on the winegrape
varieties. Below mentioned are few important factors that drive wine market: Production norms: As compared
with most of European counterparts, New world wine companies developed in certainly different business
environment.


